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1. INTRODUCTION
~t

BATCHELOR1 considered the passage of isotropic turbulence in a ' sudden'
contraction. The condition ' s u d d e n ' ensures that the problem is a linear
one and tractable.
Further extensions were made in solving this problem by Ribner and
Tucker. ~ They considered the spectra and the turbulence levels at points
upstream and downstream of a contraction and derived the relations between
the various quantities. Thus, if the initial spectra and turbulence levels in a
sudden contraction are known and if the conditions are isotropic, the final
spectral forms as well as the turbulence levels can be determined. If it is
assumed that the contraction is axi-symmetric and the mean velocity ratio
is/1, we have from considerations of continuity

~l~l~la =

1,

(1.1)

where ~ ---- 1, for incompressible flows and l~ = I3 for axi-symmetry. Ribner
and Tucker have determined the form of the spectral tensor at a point B
downstream of the contraction in terms of the spectral tensor at point A
upstream, assuming that the decay is negligible. Thus, i f / , A (~) is the
spectrum tensor at the point A, where K is the wave number vector,
r ~ B (~)

+

+

G1AK12/~qKe(1 -- ~)=]
+

+ =d) = J"

(1.2)

Here, r = l==/ll ~ and r • 1 for large/1 and
,,1, ,q, ,% = I~K~, l~K2, taK3.

(1.3)

(1.2) is the basic equation for us. This equation has been used by Ribner and
Tucker, to obtain many results, assuming initial isotropy. In the following
lines, we shall use the same equation to solve the more difficult problem of
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initial axi-symmetry. In a wind tunnel, or other apparatus, where most of the
aeronautical experiments are done, the geometry would suggest that, by and
large, one encounters axi-symmetric turbulence rather than isotropic
turbulence.
2. THE INITIAL FORM OF THE AXI-SYMMETRIC TENSOR
The general form of axi-symmetric tensor has been given by Batchelor,
as

4ij (x, ;9 = AKixj 4- B?~Aj 4- C8ij 4- Dx$;~j 4- Exj;%,
(2.1)
where A, B, C, D and E are the defining scalars and functions of x2 and KiA~.
For the spectral tensor P=[3 (x, A):
)
)

% P=~ = x[3P=~ = 0

ra[3 (x, ~) =/'[3a (K, a)

(2.2)

Following Proudman and Reid, 3 we define the operators
Aa i = 8o i

%K, 2q . , A[3J = 5[33 -

(2.3)

,,:flxj
Kz.

Then the general axi-symmetric tensor which is solenoidal in both indices
a and fl is given by

KaKi~i~
) (\A[3 __ K?Kj~j~K
2 J

= B (A=
+

c

-

)

_

1,

(2.4)

where B and C are the defining scalars, which are functions of ~:2 and KiAi.
Instead of B and C we write I'2 and/'1 for the defining scalars and rewrite
the general spectrum tensor in the form:

4-/,2 (,~:

KaK,+~,~(A[3 -- K[3xj+~

(2.4 a)

Equation (2.4 a) has to be used in conjunction with equation (1.2) to obtain
the form of the spectral tensor downstream of the contraction in our case.
The evaluation of the integrals becomes very difficult as the defining
scalars are functions of x 2 and ,qA/in this case. Whereas in the case of
isotropic turbulence, which was dealt by the preceding workers, the defining
scalar is simple, as there is no preferred direction.
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The diagonal terms of the tensor, given by (2.4 a), at the initial section
A are:

p , a (x, a) = / ' 1 (1

K,'~
x,'Kl*
- ~ " ~/ + / ' ~ ~3~
~4 ~

r.~* (~, a) = 5 (1 - ~ , j + / ' ,

~4 9

(..

~
j

(2 5)

The other three terms of the tensor can also be evaluated and will be mentioned later.
3.

SPECTRAL FORMS DOWNSTREAM OF THE CONTRACTION

The form of the spectral tensor at the section B could be obtained by
introducing the corresponding equations in (1.2), for the terms at the section A. Thus,
ll/#
~'
/'n a (K, a) = ~ / ' n A (x) (,Xx 2 + Kz* + xa*)*'
(3.1 a)
where /'n A [we will hereafter write P~t~A instead of P~t~A(K, ~) as there will
be no confusion] is given by the first line of equation (2.5). Hence, we obtain

rnB(K, a) =

Similarly, we get

l~.~[/"t (1 -- KK--~)-F /-'.(1 - KI"'~'I~--/jx4
l~ (,~t ~ + K~.2+ Kay)2

(3.1)

[

21"xzA g2tC1 (1 - - E)
r~.B (K, a) = ll r~A + ,~1 ~ + ~ + ~a" +
r 1 ~ % % ~ (1 - ,). ]
+ (,Ks~ ~- ~-q2- K3~-,j,

(3.2 a)

where/'xr and p,A are given in equation (2.5) and
r~,~ (,,, ~,) =

_...1
-~-

§ r.(1

- ,~. jj.

Hence equation (3.2), similar to (3.1), can be obtained by substituting the
values of -PnA,/'1~ A , / , A from equations (2.5) and (3.3) in (3.2 a).
We can, in a similar fashion, obtain the value of P83B (K, ~) from (3.2 a)
by substituting p A, p13A and x8 instead of p~A, pl3a and K2; also it can be
derived directly from (1.2) and (2.4 a).
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4.

DETERMINATIONOF T H E CORRELATIONTENSOR

The relation, between the correlation and the spectrum tensors, can be
expressed by the following equations:
Rat~A (r) = J'-ooII/'=t~ A (K) e-iK'r dr (K)

}
(4.1)

+~

R=/~B (r) = I I I / , = B (K) e -i~'r dr (K).
~OO

The auto-correlation at the point is further given by
R==A(0) = I_oolJ" p=aA (K) dz (K)

}

+~,

(4.2)

Ra=~ (0) = I I I r==B (K) dz (K).
--GO

So, we have got a method of determining the auto-correlations of the
turbulent fluctuations at the point B downstream of the contraction, if we
know the spectrum at a point A upstream of the contraction.
5.

EVALUATIONof ua z

The turbulent fluctuations at a point are designated u, v and w as usual,
then we have the following relationships:
UAs = R n A (0) ; VAs = R,," (0) ; WAs = R83* (0)

(5.1)

UB* = Rx~B (0) ; VB* = Rs2B(0) ; WBs = RaaB (0).

(5.2)

For convenience, in integration, we use spherical polar co-ordinates:
K1

~- K COS 0

Ks

=

• s i n 19 c o s

Ka
= K sin 8 sin $
dr (K) = K2 sin OdO d$ dK
ks
dr (K) = ~
sin 8 dOd$ dK.

(5.3)

We shall now try to evaluate the individual mean squares of the turbulent
fluctuations.

(a) Variation of ~
We have from (5.1) and (4.2), for the section A:
+oo

uAs = J"f J"/'zlA (K) dr (K),
~OO

(5.4)
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where
-r'nA (x, ~) = / ' 1 sin s 0 + _rs sin4 0

(5.4 a)

from the first line of (2.5), by introducing the values given by (5.3).
Similarly, we obtain from (5.2) and (4.2), the value of unSas
+oo
I I f /-VllB ( K )

UB s :

dr (K),

(5.5)

where
~1B (g, ~)

=

4s (/'~1 sin 2 0 + G sin4 0)
/~

(5.5 a)

(Ecos z 0 + s i n s0) s"

Hence, we have
+co
UB 2

I_t~o
I I r~l ~ (K) dr (K)

u:

I I I r l : (~) d~- (K)

+~,

(5.6)

(b) Variation o f v~
From the second equation (5.1) and the first line of (4.2), we obtain the
value of VAs, as:
+oo

o : = I I f G : (K) dr (~),

(5.7)

where
/'ss a (~, ~)-----/'1(1--sin s 0 cos s ff)-l-Fs sin ~' 0 cos s 0 cos s 4.

(5.7 a)

For the section B, oBs is obtained by using equations (5.2) and (4.2), as
+co

v~s = I--oo
I I Gs ~ (I0 a. (K),

(5.8)

where
f"

-r'ssB (K, ?t) = / 1 LFI ( 1 - s i n S 0 cos s 4 ) + P s sin s 0 cos z 0 cos s ff _ 2 sin s 0 cos 2 0 cos s 4 ( 1 - ,) ( I 1 + Fs sin s 0) +
E cos s 0 + sin s 0
+ sin S # cos s 0 cos s 4, (1 - E)2 (/'1 sin s o+Ps sin4 0) ]
(E cos ~ 0 + sin s 0) s
J
(5.8 a)

Hence,
+oo
UB 2 __

o:

I~ cI~ J G : (~:) d~-(K)
+oo

I I I G : (~) dr (~)
~OO

(5.9)
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(c) Variation o f - ~
The value of ~ is obtained at sections A and B in a manner similar to
the calculation of ~v , for this purpose we have to use /'33 in place of _r'zz.
Hence
+oo

w;

s_sj

w~2

I S 11"# (~) d~ (~)

--=

6.

+oo

(5.10)

EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS IN EXPRESSIONS FOR Ua2

The general problem of the evaluation of the integrals ( 5 . 4 ) - (5.10),
is very difficult as the defining scalars/-'1 and 1"2 are functions of ,c~ and xi~i.
Also the forms of these functions are not known. But we can evaluate those
integrals under the initial assumption that 1"1 and 1"2 are only functions of K,
and obtain a specialised picture of the flow. In the following lines, we shall
discuss the results under this assumption.
(a) Variation of
The integral expression (5.4), can be solved with the aid of (5.4 a),
resulting in

+4 o,1,

(0l)

where, we have put

~1 =

~ /'Vl K2dK;
o

~ 2 = ~ ~/'v2K2dK"
o

(6.1 a)

When, (5.5 a) is introduced in (5.5) the integral becomes
(6.2)

UB2 ~

where,
(6.2 a)

I#~

0-~)

~ - 0--~-~

arc t a ~ 1~/i~--~-~.~

Hence, we get for (5.6):
UB__.22=

3

UA--~ ~-~

(6.3)
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(b) Variation of ~
Expression (5.7) can be evaluated by introducing in it the value of _r'22A
from (5.7 a), leading to
VA~ = ~

(~1 + 1 ~2)-

(6.4)

Similarly, equation (5.5) can be solved and simplified to:
qT

oB~"= ~ [q~lI1c2~ + r

(6.5)

where
2--

•

IlC2~ -- 1 -- ~
-- 2~ 2

I2(~) =- ( ~

~d2

(1 -- ~)3/~ arc tanh %/~ E~ ( 2 +

~)

q- (1 -- E)5/2 arc tanh %/1 - -

(8.5 a)

Hence, equation (5.9) becomes:
(6.6)

(c) Variation ofw 2
~-~ varies in the same way as ~ because of axi-symmetry and we can write
the expression (5.10) as:
wB2
]--~ -- w
~3 I~1Ii1~
Aq~l ++1i~2I~r q~

'

(6.7)

where the quantities I1~3J and I2~3~ are given in the same way as in (6.5 a).
We would like to emphasize the fact that expressions (6.3), (6.6)and
(6.7) are true only if/'1 and/'~ are only functions of x, but they would not
hold, if they are functions of ~2 and KiJh in a general way. There is no way
of predicting this, unless experiments are made and the spectra evaluated
in the case of axi-symmetric turbulence.
7.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL LONGITUDINAL SPECTRUM

If we make a Fourier analysis of the variation of velocity along a line,
the spectrum functions can be obtained by integrating over all x for the
lateral components. Thus, the contribution to the mean square velocity
A2
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component u~2 [which is equal to Ra~t~ in the xx-direction, from all the
wave numbers between ] K1 I and 1 K1 ] + ] dKll is

O~(rl) dxt = I 2 ~ Paadx~dKa] dK1
or
+co

O~ (Kx) = 2 11 Fa~ dx~ dKa

(7.1)

--OO

which yields 0 ~ (~x) or O1B (,q) according as we use Fa~ or P n B, in place
of F ~ in the integration of the R.H.S.
Ox is called the one-dimensional longitudinal spectrum of the flow
turbulence. Similarly, we can obtain the lateral spectra when a = 2, 3 in
terms of the scalar functions F t and F~, which define the axi-symmetric
turbulence tensor.
8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Just as we carried out the calculations in paragraph 4, we can also determine the one-dimensional spectral functions, under the assumption that T't and
P,. are functions of only K. But, since no purpose is served unless we are
sure of the functional dependence of F1 and F 2 on K~ and KiAi,we do not want
to take the trouble to solve (7.1). But the problem has been stated and
once the forms of the defining scalars are determined, by experiment* or
otherwise, the calculation becomes straightforward, though laborious.
It is intended to tackle the non-linear problem of a contraction, which
is not sudden, in a subsequent paper.
9.

SUMMARY

The passage of axi-symmetric turbulence in a suddenly contracting stream
has been investigated. A form of axi-symmetric tensor suitable for this
study has been derived. Assuming that the form of turbulence is initially
axi-symmetric, upstream of the contraction, the spectral forms downstream
have been given. The ratio of the turbulence levels, on either side of the
contraction, has been evaluated in integral form. Further, the integrals
have been solved, assuming that the defining scalars are functions only of
the wave number K. The method of evaluating one-dimensional spectra
has been indicated. The whole investigation is based on the linearised
approach.
*Note: Dr. Mahinder S.Uberoi of the University of Michigan, U.S.A., wrote to the author,
whilo the latter was at the Johns Hopkins University in July 1955, that he was carrying on
some experiments relative to the problem treated in this paper.
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10. NOMENCLATURE
u

turbulent fluctuation.
co-ordinates.
mean velocity ratio.
t ,13
vertical and lateral contraction ratios.
K
wave number vector.
~Y
compressibility factor (~ = 1, for incompressible flows).
1"
spectral tensor.
R
correlation tensor.
A, B
sections upstream and downstream, respectively, of the
contraction.
1 , 2 , 3 ; a,/3, 7 subscripts for denoting directions.
rl,
defining scalars.
x

, = l ~ / l l ".

Other symbols are defined in the text, as and when they appear for the
first time.
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